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I. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND INFORMATION

I. Introduction

The following Public Design Report (PDR) has been prepared for Phase I

(Design) of the Low-NOx Cell Burner Retrofit Project per the Co-Operatlve
Agreement No. DE-FC22-90PC90545 dated October Ii, 1990. The report

presents a narrative of the design criteria developed for the Low- NOx

- Cell Burner Retrofit. This includes the design of the Low-NOx Cell

Burners, Pulverized Coal (PC) Piping, and the Electrical & Control System

modifications. In addition, a complete list of ali drawings prepared for

the project is presented.

2. Project Background

The current energy policy of the United States includes the expanded use

of coal in utility and industrial applications. However, the increased
use of coal must not conflict with environmental goals and thus requires

development of cost-effective technology to control the pollutants

resulting from coal combustion. Of major concern is the problem of
oxides of nitrogen in the Northeastern United States and portions of
Canada.

U.S.-installed steam generating units (is. boilers) equipped with

pulverized-coal-fired, cell-type burners account for approximately
26,000 MW of electric power generating capacity. Ten thousand (I0,000)

MW of generating capacity is located in Ohio. The balance is located

primarily in the Midwest and Northeast, but also in the South and West.
Coal-fired generating units equipped with cell-type burners produce about

20% of the pre-New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) utility NOx
emissions with an uncontrolled emission rate of approximately 1,000,000

t/yr NOx as NO2. Replacement of the standard cell burners with Low-NOx
Cell (LNC) burners can potentially reduce NOx emissions by 50% per

boiler, or 500,000 - 600,000 tons per year if applied to all pre-NSPS

boilers of this type.

Currently there is no other commercially-available technology that can
achieve NOx emission reductions on the order of 50% in cell-fired utility

boilers without resorting to pressure part modifications, the unique cell

" burner configuration precludes the use of commercially-available low-NOx

burner designs. This is due to the proximity of the burner throats and

the relatively small burner throat openings typical of the pre-NSPS cell

burner design. Low-NOx burner designs operating on the principle of

delayed combustion require larger throat openings, i.e., lower burner air
velocities, to inhibit the formation of volatile NO in the early stages
of combustion. Furthermore, optimum NOx reduction with standard low-NOx

burner designs is achieved when heat release rate per unit volume is

minimized. The existing cell burner configuration does not lend itself

to either of these requirements.
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!',!Realizing the need, Babcock & Wilcox and the Electric Power Research

i_:Institute (EPRI) have invested a large amount of resources in the
research and development of a unique, "plug in" Low-NOx Cell burner for

retrofitting these existing boilers equipped with standard cell burners.

The Low-NOx Cell Burner operates on the principle of staged combustion.
The lower burner of each two-nozzle cell is modified to accommodate all

the fuel input previously handled by two nozzles. Secondary air, less

than theoretically required for complete combustion, Is introduced to the

lower burner. The remainder of secondary alr is directed to the upper

"port" of each cell to complete the combustion process.

B&W/EPRI have thoroughly tested the LNC burner at two pilot scales (6

million Btu per hour and I00 million Btu per hour), and tested a single
full-scale burner in a utility boiler. Combustion tests at two scales
have confirmed NOx reduction with the Low-NOx Cell Burner on the order of

50_ relative to the standard cell burner. The technology is now ready

for full unit, full-scale demonstration.

From the standpoint of a cost-effectlve NOx reduction technology, the
Low-NOx Cell Burner is, by design, ideally suited for retrofit to

existing two-nozzle cell burner installations. The "plug-in" design will

fit existingwall tube openings eliminating outage tlme and material/

labor expense associated with pressure part modifications and burner
relocations. Potentially thls burner can be installed on all utility

, boilers currently equipped with two-nozzle cell burners, and ean be
adapted to three-nozzle cell burners.

Since pressure part changes are not required for the replacement, Low-NOx
Cell Burners are the most cost-effectlve NOx control alternative for

boilers equipped with standard cell burners. The cost effectiveness

(dollars per ton NOx removal) for the Low-NOx Cell Burners is about
one-half of that for conventional low-NOx burners, and one-tenth that for

selective catalytic reduction.

The Low-NOx Cell Burner retrofit Is expected to be compatible with all

U.S. coals currently being burned in the original cell burners. No loss
to domestic coal sourcing will be recognized. Utilities representing 70Z

of the potential Low-NOx Cell Burner retrofit market (capacity basis) are

participating in the project.

To accelerate commercialization of this promising technology in

controlling NOx levels in pre-NSPS power plantst a full-scale retrofit of

a complete boiler system is to be performed. This project at Dayton
Power & Light's J.M. Stuart Unit 4 (Figure i), located along the Ohlo v
River between Manchester and Aberdeen, Ohio, will permit actual

full-scale NOx levels to be quantified and will demonstrate the ability

of the equipment to reliably meet conservative utility industry
standards.

Unit No. 4 is a supercritical Universal Pressure, slngle-reheat,

' Carolina-type boiler, fired with pulverized coal. The unlt is designed
for a maximum continuous capacity of 4,400,000 ibs steam/br delivered to

a 3500 Dsig (nominal) General Electric turbine-generator for a maximum

gross generation of 605 MWe.
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Existing combustionequipment consists of 24 two-nozzle cell burners,

6 MPS 89 pulverizers, and 6 gravimetric feeders. The burners are

arranged in an opposed-fired configuration with 12 cell burners on each

wall, 2 high by 6 wide. Figure Ib shows the Burner to Pulverizer

relationship. The existing burner throat openings are 38 inches in
diameter.

2a. Project Schedule

The Project Schedule has been revised to reflect the change in the LNCB

installation outage from Spring, 1991 to Fall, 1991. This changes the

time frame for post-retrofit testing, data analysis, final report, and

" disposition. This revised project schedule is shown in figures lc and
ld. The scheduled project completion date has been changed from

November 30, 1992 to May 31, 1993 due to this six-month outage delay.

2b. Project Cost

The total estimated cost for the project is $9,796,204. The DOE and the

Participant will share in the total estimated project costs of

performance under each Phase in accordance with their respective

percentage shares as defined below. The dollar amount8 listed correspond
to estimates svbmltted for Cooperative Agreement approval as shown in the

Report to Congress.

(1) Pre-Award

DOE Share $ 96,800 48.4Z

Participant Share $ 103,200 51.6I
Total _ 200,000 100.0g

(2) Phase !

DOE Share $ 995,051 48.4Z

Participant Share $ 1,060,840 51.6Z
Total $ 2,055,891 100.0Z

(3) Phase IZA

DOE Share $ 1,160,719 48.4%

Participant Share $ 1,237,460 51.6Z
Total $ 2,398,179 I00.01

t

(4) Phase IIB

Doe Share $ 1,216_187 48.41

Participant Share $ 1,296,597 51.6Z
Total $ 2,512,784 100.0Z
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(5) ,Phase III

DOE Share $ 1,277,447 48.6Z
Participant Share $ 1,351,903 51.4%
Total _ 2,629,350

, , i li

(6) Total Estimated Project Cost

Total DOE Share of:
Estimated Project Cost $4,746,204 48.4% .

Total Participant Share of:
Estimated Project Cost $5,050,000 51.6%

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJECT COST $9,796,204

The funding for the project is provided by the co-funders as follows:

B&W $ 500,000
DOE 4,746,204
EPRI 1,000,000
Ohio Coal Development Office 500,000

Dayton Power & Light 2,300,000
Utility Sponsors 750,000

TOTAL $ 9,796,204

The Utility Sponsors are:

Allegheny Power System
Centerior Energy Coporation
Duke Power Company
New England Power Company
Tennessee Valley Authority .
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THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
-- COLUMBUS SOUTHERN POWER COMPANY

THE DAYTON POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

J.M, STUART ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION - UNIT NO. 4
ABERDEEN, OHIO

B&W CONTRACT NO. UP-106
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Low NOx Cell BurnerRetrofit
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II. PROJECT OBJECTIVE

The overall objective of the Full-Scale Demonstration of Low-NOx Cell
(LNC) Burner Retrofit project is to demonstrate the cost-effectlve

reduction of NOx generated by a large based-loaded (70% capacity factor

" or greater), coal-fired utility boiler. Specific objectives include:

o At least 50% NOx reduction over standard two-nozzle cell burners,

- without degradation of boiler performance or life.

o Acquire and evaluate emission and boiler performance data before and
after the retrofit to determine NOx reduction and impact on overall

boiler performance.

l

o Demonstrate that the retrofit of Low-NOx Cell Burners in boilers

currently equipped with cell burners, is a cost-effectlve
alternative to any other emerging, or commercially-available, NOx

control technology.

The focus of this demonstration is to determine maximum NOx reduction

capabilitles without adversely impacting plant performance, operation or

maintenance. In particular, the prototype evaluations will resolve many

technical issues not possible to fully address in the previous

pilot-scale work and the single full-scale burner installation. These

include low-NOx combustion system impact on:

(I) boiler thermal efficiency

(2) furnace temperature and heat absorption profiles
]

(3) slagging and fouling

(4) waterwall corrosion

= (5) gaseous and particulate constituents

(6) boiler operation considerations

Both steady - state and transient operation will be evaluated.

=i
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Ill. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

The standard cell burner boiler units were designed in the 1960s to
provide a high heat release per unit volume. A typical standard cell

burner, shown in Figure 2, consists of two clrcular register burners

• within one vertical assembly. .This design promotes high velocity a_d

turbulent mixing of the fuel and air to produce rapid coabustlon. The

coal enters the burner at 90 degrees and is dispersed radially outward

into the secondary air stream by an impeller located at the end of the

coal nozzleo Secondary air from the wlndbox passes through an adjustable

register into an annular passage around the coal nozzle. The register
acts as both a flow control device end a swirl generator,

The inherent design features of the standard cell burner, however, result

in high NOx emissions. Typically, units equipped with these burners

operate in the range of 1.0 to 1.8 lbs of NOx per mi11Ion Btu of heat

input.

The use of conventlonal low-NOx burners is not feaslble in boilers

equipped with cell burners, unless major boiler pressure part
modifications are made. This is because the cell burner throat openings

are too small to permi t the low burner air velocities required for
delayed combustion. Further, optimum NOx reduction is achieved by the
conventional low-NOx burner when the heat release rate per unit volume is

minimized. This is not readily achievable in a typical cell burner

configuration which has closely spaced burners.

The LNC burner, however, was specifically designed to flt the standard

two-nozzle cell burner opening and spacings without requiring major

boiler pressure part modifications and, as such, constitutes the key
attraction of this technology.

As shown in Figure 3, the LNC burner technology replaces the upper coal
nozzle of the standard cell burner with a secondary-alr port. The coal

nozzle in the lower burner throat is enlarged to accommodate the same

fuel input capability in one nozzle that was previously fired in two
. standard coal nozzles.

The LNC burner operates on the prlnciple of staged combustion to reduce

• NOx emissions. Approximately 70Z of the total air (primary, secondary,

and excess a_r) is supplied through or around the coal feed nozzle to

produce locally substo$chlometric combustion conditions at the nozzle.
The remainder of the air is directed to the upper port of each cell to

cosplete the combustion process. The substolchlon_etrlc conditions allow
conversion of the fuel bound nitrogen compounds to nitrogen gas and the

reduced flame temperature produced by the slower _txing of the fuel and
the air minimizes the formation of thermal NOx.
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FIGUIE 2, Typical Standard Two-Nozzle Cell Burner
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The net effect of this technology is a 50Z reduction in NOx formation

with no boiler pressure part changes and minimal impact on boiler
operation or performance. In terms of the reduction of total acid
e_ssions, the expected reduction in NOx, on a tons removed basis, for
the LNC burner technology results in the same environmental impact as an
equivalent reduction inSO. emissions using another technology. In
addition, the technology i_ compatible with several colercial and

emerging SO, control technologies including Confined Zone Dispersion, Gas
Suspension Kbsorption, duct injection, and advanced wet scrubbers.

The demonstration project will be conducted at a full-scale utility plant

owued by Dayton Power and Light Company, Cincinnati Gas and Electric
Company, and Columbus Southern Power Company. This plant is operated by

Dayton Power & Light Company (for all three owners). The boiler unit is
a B&W designed supercritical, once-through boiler equipped with au
electrostatic precipitator. This unit contains 24 two-nozzle cell
burners arranged in an opposed firing configuration. Twelve burners
(arranged in two rows of six burners each) are mounted on each wall. The

six existing KPS pulverizers provide pulverized coal, transported with
primary air, to a total of eight coal pipes (4 two-nozzle cells) per
mill. The Burner/Pulverizer relationship is shown in Figure lb.

Aside from the burner replacement, modifications to the burner coal

piping is the most significant material retrofit consideration.
Provisions were necessary to combine the primary air/fuel mixture,

previously transported from the pulvezizers through two coal pipes per
cell, into one larger coal pipe that feeds only the lower throat of each
cell. This is accomplished by installing a Y-branch in the existing

piping somewhere between the pulverizers and the burner front, preferably
in a vertical run :f pipe. Coal nozzle elbows Dmst also be replaced to
accoa_nodate the larger coal nozzle. Ceramic lining is used as an added
precaution against erosion from abrasive coals and serves to increase the
wear life of the elbow. The overall method of transporting air and coal

to the combustion process is other_rlse unchanged.

The demonstration will require the removal of ali 24 standard cell
burners and the installation of 24 new INC burners. Figure 4 depicts a

typical retrofit installation of one cell.

Secondary air from the FD fans, provided to a _r_ndbox conuaon to all
burners, will be proportioned between the lower burner and overfire air

port of each LHC to achieve optimum NOx reduction and combustion
efficiency. During operation, the lower nozzle of each LHC burner
operates at a sub-stoichiometric air level with the balance of air
required for complete combustion entering through the upper ports. -
Adjustable burner controlsvlll be used to proportion air accordingly
between the burner and integral overfire air po_t. Therefore_ the burner

controls will require modification to accoaanodate the I_C burner electric
actuators. Air flow monitors will be located on the LNC burner to ensure
uniform air distribution to each burner.

The LNC burner arrangement can potentially increase the pressure loss on

the secondacy air systm. Therefore, early in the project an engineering
evaluation of the Dayton Power & Light Stuart f4 forced draft fans was

completed to determine if sufficient capacity exists to handle an air
resistance increase. Results of that evaluation are found in Section 4B
entitled "Low-NOx Burner Component Design".
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IV. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION - LOW-NOx CELL BURNER

The Low-NOx Cell Burners supplied for this project are a result of many

years of design experience in combustion technology. In order to present

the design criteria used in producing these particular burners, an

. understanding of the development history is necessary. With the

knowledge gained during development, the design criteria for the

individual burner components become significantly simplified and typical
to Low.-NOx Coal Burners. A brief discussion of the Low-NOx Cell Burner

development history is presented, in the paragraphs below, followed by a

discussion of the design criteria used for the individual components.

A. LOW-NOx CELL BURNERS DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

The Low-NOx Cell Burner was developed for retrofit to existing cell
burners with the specific objectives of reducing NOx emissions by a

minimum of 50Z with little or no impact on the boiler life and its

operation. Several tasks were performed over a three-year period to

accomplish this goal: (I) pilot combustion tests were conducted at two

scales to develop and characterize the best equipment for NOx reduction,
(2) verification of hardware reliability through a full-scale retrofit of

a slngle LNC burner on a utillty boiler, (3) furnace corrosion potential

was evaluated based on laboratory-scale corrosion experiments and

In-furnace gaseous species measurements taken during combustion tests,

(4) numerical analysls was performed to predict full-scale performance,

and (5) a feasibility study was conducted to assess economic and
technical risks.

To accomplish our first goal, burner screening tests at the small scale

were performed on three different burners: standard cell burners for

baseline comparison, and two candidate low NOx cell burners. The primary

design criteria for the Low-NOx Cell Burner was that it be retroflttable

without requiring furnace pressure part modifications. Of the two LNC

candidate designs, the LNCI, pictured in Figure 5, was designed to fire

all the fuel through the lower throat of each cell with the balance of

secondary air through the upper throat. The elements of the lower throat

• assembly closely resembled a B&W commercial design currently used for
mechanical enhancements without the benefit of NOx reduction. The second

burner design, or the LNC2, consisted of two modified B&W Low-NOx Dual

Register Burner (DRB) designs sized to fit the cell configuration

: (reference Figure 6). The _oal nozzle sizing forced higher than normal
throat velocities for the LNC2 burner.



]

FIGURE 5. Low-NOx Cell Burner No. i.
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FIGURE 6. Low-NOx Ce].lBurner No. 2.
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Based on results of the screening tests the LNCI, with integral NOx port,

was selected as the most promising design. NOx results for the standard

cell at full load (5.6 million Btu per hour) and 3% 0 9 _ere 1.4 ibs NO
per million Btu. These results compared favorably to'emissions expected

with this burner design in a large utility boiler. The preferred LNCI
burner under similar load and excess air conditions, but without the use

of an impeller for coal dispersion which is an impractical situation for
a normal utility boiler installation, reduced NOx by 75Z. The LNC2, also

: without impellers, reduced NOx by only 50%. NOx sensitivity to excess

air was relatively low for all three burneTs. CO emissions were very low

for al! three burners and comparable to cei. burner field performance.
Unburned carbon loss was low for the standard cell and the preferred LNCI

design. The LNC2 design exhibited higherunburned c&rbon levels.

Several other performance criteria were also evaluated as part of the

small-scale screening tests. No changes in furnace exit gas temperature
were measured for the LNCI and LNC2 in comparison to the standard cell.

= Flame stability at lower loads was best with the LNCI burner. Flame

length for the standard cell was about three feet at full load. Because

of the lack of coal impellers, both low-NOx burner flames impinged on the

backwall of the 5-foot deep furnace. Thisraised concerns about

slagging and corrosion. Burner adjustments were somewhat effective in

shortening flame length but with some sacrifice in NOx reduction.

_ub_equent to the small-scale screening and characterization tests, the

preferred low-NOx cell design was scaled to test in a larger combustion

facility capable of I00 million Btu per hour input. The LNCI and the

standard cell burner were tested in this facility with burners arranged

in a 2x2 array. Each cell was therefore designed for 25-million Btu per

hour heat input. The vertical and horizontal spacing between burners was

scaled directly from a cell-equipped utility boiler to account for flame

- interactions occurring in actual practice.

Similar to the screening tests, Ohio No. 6 and Lower Kittaning coals were=

tested in the large-scale cell burners. An extensive test serleswas
conducted to characterize Low-NOx Cell Burner performance. The test

series demonstrated the sensitivity of the burner to a number of its

adjustable parameters: coal impeller design and position, spin vane_

position, lower damper position, directional vane position, and upper

= damper position. Similar effects were obtained for each configuration
tested and are summarized as follows:

o Impeller Design: The design of the coal impeller was a critical

parameter in determining flame shape, flame length, and burner

= operating characteristics. As the included angle of the impeller
was increased to a steeper angle, shorter flames with

correspondingly higher NOx emissions were produced. The steeper

angle was more effective in dispersing the coal into the swirling
combustion air stream. Impeller position with respect to the end of

the coal nozzle had no significant effect over the range

investigated.

_



o Spin Vane Position: The spin vane position was the dominant

parameter used during this test program to control the air flow

distribution between the upper and lower throat of each cell.

Closing the spin vanes and increasing the angle to the flow not only

increased the degree of swirl but also increased the pressure drop
across the lower throat. This forced more air to be diverted to the

upper throat, the integral staged air port. This reduced the burner

zone stoichiometry and thus decreased NOx emissions.

o Lower Damper Position: The lower damper adjustments were limited

during these tests. However, this device did demonstrate that it

could provide a similar degree of control on NOx as the spin vanes,

but at higher burner pressure drop conditions.

o Directional Vane Position: The upper throat air vanes proved to be

an effective tool for flame shaping and NOx control. Diverting the

staging air away from the flames tended to decrease NOx emissions

and increase flame length. In particular, the upper cell burner
directional vanes were most effective.

o Upper Damper Position: Upper damper adjustments were limited during
these tests due to excessive windbox-to-furnace differential when

closed 50Z or more. Closing the upper damper, in any case, was not

desirable from an emission standpoint. By increasing the

restriction of air through the upper throat, the burner zone

stoichiometry increased as did the NOx emissions.

The burner variables evaluated during these tests produced a wide range

of NOx emissions and flame lengths. A close relationship of NOx to flame

length was developed for full-load operation at an overall stoichiometry

of 1.17. The optimum impeller angle for flame length, reduced NOx

emlssionsby 50 to 60Z versus levels for the standard cell burners.

To accomplish our second and third goals, a single full-scale, two-nozzle
cell burner was replaced with a Low-NOx Cell Burner. This burner,

installed (in March 1985) at Dayton Power & Light's Stuart Station, Unit

No. 3, has now been in operation for over six years. Evaluations of the

burner included mechanical reliability, potential for furnace wall tube

corrosion surrounding the cell opening, visual observation of the flame,

secondary air flow measurement through the burner, and temperature
measurements of burner components. To date_ all adjustable burner

hardware continues to operate satisfactorily and all burner component

temperatures remain well below maximum temperature use limits of the
material. "
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Perhaps the most significant uncertainty and potential risk associated
with installation of Low-NOx Cell Burners is the possibility of increased
fireside corrosion of furnace wall tubes in proximity of the burner
throats. Through staged combustion with the Low-NOx Cell Burner_
reducing atmospheres will be present that can increase corrosion rates on
furnace wall tubes. Because of concerns about corrosion, ultrasonic
thickness (UT) measurements of the furnace tubes were taken to document

metal thickness before installation of the prototype burner at DP&L's
Stuart Station. This unit has had a history of tube wastage in the
furnace due to reducing atmospheres, especially along the sidewalls.
Typical of most cell-burner-equipped boilers, the windbox design and lack
of proper secondary air control with the cell registers causes air to
bypass the sidewall burners, thus creating a reducing atmosphere in this
area of the furnace. The prototype burner installed at DP&L was located
on the upper row of frontwall burners nearest the lefthand sidewall. The
air flow measurement device integral to the LNC design indicated, as
expected, that this burner was being starved for air, operating at a
total stoichiometry of 0.81, a worst case scenario from the standpoint of
corrosion. However, after one year of operation, DP&L's own
nondestructive test team measured tube thicknesses around the throat

openings of the LNC and found that virtually no tube wastage had occurred
during that interval. DP&L felt tt,_tno steps would need to be taken to
prevent corrosion due to the burner.

To accomplish our fourth goal, the FORCE and FURMO models (B&W
proprietary) were used. FORCE solves conservation equations for the
particle gas mixture including mass, momentum, and turbulence. FURMO
solves the conservation equations for combustion and heat transfer in a
particle-laden flow. Brieflyp the methods are finite difference
descriptions of the three-dimensional conservation equations. The
physical domain of the furnace is subdivided into control volumes
(typlcally 10,000 - 50,000) and the finite difference form of each
conservation equation is formulated for each of the control volumes.
Solving the equations for the control volumes results in distributions
for the flow veloclt_es, temperatures, heat fluxes, and major species

concentrations (CO2, CO, 02, H20, and N2).

The objective of the numerical modeling is to provide an evaluation of
the retrofit system which can be used as an engineering tool in concert
with operational experience and design methods as a means of assessing
the retrofit operating characteristics of the Stuart Station.

Existing experimental studies and numerical analyses indicate that all
low-NOx burners tend to produce longer flame structures and may delay
carbon burnout more than conventional burners_ e.g.m standard cell
burners. Concern exists whether Low-NOx Cell Burners could produce
higher temperatures at the secondary superheater, etc., than in the
current operating unit, Three-dimensional numerical furnace flow, heat
transfer, and combustion models have been developed at B&N, These
engineering tools will be used to provide a method of evaluating the
impact on flow, combustion and heat transfer for changes in operating
conditions, burner type, fuel fineness, etc. These tools can be used to
indicate if any major operating problems exist before installation and
enable engineers to use the modeling results, experience and design
methods to focus on these issues prior to Low-NOx Cell Burner
installation,
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The results of the numerical analysis indicate: (I) There will be a

slightly more uniform furnace flow with Low-NOx Cell Burners (see Figures

7 & 8), (2) an immeasurable increase in average furnace exit gas

temperature (FEGT) (7-10°F) with the LNCB, (3) a more uniform FEGT

distribution with the LNCB (see Figures 9 & I0), (4) lower peak

temperatures at the furnace exit with the LNCB (Figure I0), (5) good

mixing in the burner zone with the LNCB (Figure 8), and (6) lower average

combustion zone temperatures (Figure 11).

To accomplish our fifth goal, a study was conducted to establish the

technical feasibility of retrofitting an entire boiler with Low-NOx Cell

Burners. The study considered performance, operations, and maintenance

impact with a proposed retrofit of the Low-NOx Cell Burner.

Of utmost importance to any utility is the ability of its boilers to
convert heat available in the fuel to steam. Since carbon contributes

the majority of heat in coal, its utilization must be maximized.
Unburned carbon in ash is estimated at 1 to 3 percent for a standard cell

burner unit equipped with Low-NOx Cell Burners. This is based on the
combustion tests at two scales and known data from standard cell burner

units,

The main goal of the new burner is to reduce NOx by at least 50 percent.

At both pilot scales, this level of reduction was achieved with

acceptable increases in flame lengths. A field unit could expect a

reduction in NOx emissions of this magnitude with this new burner.

Combustion tests also showed no appreciable change in furnace exit gas

temperature.

Based on UT measurements taken around the Low-NOx Cell Burner at Stuart

Station and gaseous species measurements in the pilot combustiontests,

corrosion problems are not anticipated with a full-unit retrofit.
Maintenance costs associated with corrosion are therefore not expected to

increase.

If the flame of the Low-NOx Cell Burner is too long, it may impinge on

: the furnace walls, causing slagging and possible corrosion. Based on the

combustion tests, flame length in a full-scale boiler are expected to be

easily accommodated within the confines of the furnace.

Another consideration when retrofitting new burners is the added

resistance of the burners. The reserve fan capacity of a unit must be

able to overcome the added pressure drop and maintain the quantity of air
flow dusired. The Low-NOx Cell Burner can have higher resistance than

the standard cell requiring 2 to 3 inches W.G. additional pressure in

many cases.

In a full-scale applicationp the following performance is anticipated:

(I) NOx emission reductions comparable on a percentage basis to results

obtained from pilot-scale tests, i.e., 50%; (2) similar flame length

trends as observed at pilot scale; (3) unburned carbon and CO emissions
less than those obtained at pilot scale and probably at least as good as

current operation with the standard cells, since fuel and air flow
distribution will be balanced as part of the retrofit; and (4) no

significant increase in furnace corrosion.

z
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Furnace Exit Gas Temperature Distributions
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B. LOW NOx BURNER COMPONENT DESIGN

As previously stated, the primary design requirement for the Low-NOx Cell

. Burner is to duplicate the existing burner's functionality without

requiring costly pressure part (or other) modifications. This is to be

accomplished while reducing NOx emissions by a minimum of 50% with little

. or no impact on boiler life or its operation. To comply with this

requirement, certain design criteria, such as total burner heat input,
burner wall tube opening size, etc., cannot be altered.

The Low-NOx Cell Burner, as it is to be applied to J.M. Stuart Unlt 4, is

shown in Figure 12. Mass flows for coal and combustion air are shown in
Figure 13. The diagram in Figure 13, as shown, is for the boiler full-

load condition of 4,400j000 ib/hr main steam flow with all burners and

pulverizers in service. The full-load burner input for each Low-NOx Cell
Burner is 220 million Btu/hr with all 24 Low-NOx Cell Burners balanced

for equal heat input.

General design specifications which apply for the retrofit hardware is
the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) code for multiple-burner,

pulverized-coal-flred steam generators. General industry standards and

manufacturers standards for the supplied hardware will also apply.

The Low-NOx Cell Burner is not intended to use any unique or specialized

design specification for fabrication or procurement of material which is

not currently available on the open marketplace. The design criteria and

sizing of the Low-NOx Cell Burner and its major components is described
below:

This project requires, twenty-four (24) - Low-NOx Cell Burners with
38-1nch diameter throats. This throat size matches the existing boiler

tube wall throat diameter so that modifications to the boiler throat

tubes are not required during installation. The burner portion of the
low NOx cell burners consist of the followln 8 major components:

- Burner mounting plates (wallboxes). The burner mounting plate is
the mechanism which attaches the burner to the furnace wall tubes.

The design of the existing cell burner wallbox is identical to that
needed for the LNC Burners. So, conceivably, the existing mounting

" plates can be re-used. However, it is frequently the case in burner
retrofit applications that the existing mounting plate is warped as

a result of long-term overheat. To ease installation and insure

proper tolerances of the burner with respect to the furnace wall
tubes, a new burner mounting plate will be supplied for this
installation.

- Coal Nozzles (22-inch O.D., 21-inch I.D.). These nozzles are

required to handle the fuel input previously accomplished by two
smaller coal nozzles. The large nozzle is installed in the lower

throat of the Low-NOx Cell Burner and is essentially twice the area

of the nozzle it replaces.
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FIGURE 13. Stuart Unit 4 - Full-LoadPC Flow Schematic
(4 Low-NOx Cell Burners/Pulverizer)
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- Coal Impellers and regulatlng rods. The impellers are used to

radlally disperse the eoal/alr mixture leaving the coal nozzle_ and

are compatible in size to the nozzle in which they are installed.

The angle of dispersion determines flame shape and length and has a

direct impact on potential NOx reduction° A direct correlation

exists between flame length and NOx formation. The impeller

regulating rod permits adjustments to the position of the impeller

with respect to the end of the coal nozzle.

- Sliding Air Dampers are used to control secondary air flow to the

burn;_:-throats. During preliminary testing following start-up of

the LNC Burners, the position of these dampers will be adjusted to

balance the airflow through each LNC Burner to provide proper air/

fuel mixing.

- Sliding Air Damper Drives are provided to automatically position the

dampers. The three set points for these electrically-operated
drives are: out-of-servlce cooling position, burner llght-off

position, and normal operating position.

- Spin Vanes are designed to serve a two-fold purpose. The adjustable
vanes have an effect upon air flow distribution between the upper
and lower throat of each cell as well as impart a swirl to the

secondary air passing through the lower throat.

- Ceramic Lined Coal Nozzle Elbows must be replaced to accommodate the

larger coal nozzle. Ceramic lining is used as an added precaution
against er_slon from abrasive coalz and serves to increase the wear
life of the elbow.

The 38-inch diameter NOx port portion of the Low-Ncz Cell Burners consist of

the following major components:

- Sliding Air Dampers are used to control secondary air flow to the

NOx port throats. These dampers are identical to the burner sliding
air dampers, and are similarly used to balance the airflow through
each NOx port in the boiler°

- Sliding Air Damper Drives are provided to automatically position the

dampers for the out-of-service, light-off, and normal operating

positlons.

- Louver Dampers are provided at the NOx port throat openings. These

adjustable dampers provide the means to direct the secondary air
scream through the NOx port either divergent from the flame,

parallel to the flame_ or convergent to the flame.

In addition to these minimum design criterion the following parameters

were used in finalizing the design of the Low-NOx Cell Burner.

_- 4-16
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The physical size of the burner was preset by the existing boiler/

windbox geometry. The burner wall tube openings set the throat diameter
at 38", The windbox depth was set at 7'-6". Heat input required

remained the same and the original design/performance fuel analysis (see

Table I) was used to determine coal flow requirements for the new LNCB's.
B&W Standards were used to match the coal nozzle inside diameter with the

coal flow requirement.

Given the fuel flow requirements, the coal nozzle size, and assuming a
burner air sleeve inside diameter which matches the burner throat

diameter, calculations were made to insure that air velocities and burner

pressure drop remained within desirable limits. The effect of spin vane

position (full closed to full open) was also analyzed in these
calculatlons.

To eliminate concern, the FD fan static capacity was reviewed to insure a

good margin still existed using the higher burner pressure drop inherent
to the LNCB. Results of the review indicated that fan capacity was more

than adequate for the retrofit for two reasons:

(I) Data shows that DP&L currently operates the Stuart #4 boiler at 3.5%

09 leaving the economizer at full boiler load, to enhance combustion
arid assist in slag control. With the Installatlon of the LNC

Burners, DP&L will be able to operate closer to the recommended 3.1%

02 level for LNC Burners, thus reducing air system flow requirements
and proportionately reducing air resistance through the balance of

the secondary air system equipment.

(2) DP&L Stuart #4 forced draft fans were designed for significantly

high test block flow and static margins above expected operating

conditions. Even neglecting any potential 09 reduction, the
expected air resistance increase is well within the test block

capabilities of the forced draft fans.

The effect of the oversized FD fan capacity is somewhat reduced, however,

by a problem with pluggage of the Ljungstrom Air Heater. As a result,
air heater cleanliness will need to be monitored more closely with the

retrofit of the LNCB.

The new burners will include the capability for independently measuring

and adjusting the relative secondary air flow through the upper and lower
throat of each cell burner.

The followlng parameters will be independently adjustable on each burner.

o Coal impeller axlal position.

o Air swirl in the coal-flrlng throat, via adjustment of spin vanes.

o Air flow to each throat, via adjustment of a sliding disk damper.

o Direction of the air Jet emanating from the elf-only throat, via

adjustment of air louvers.

7
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TABLE 1 COAL ANALYSIS - DAYTON POWER & LIGHT STUART STATION

SINGLE LOW-NOx CELL BURNER RETROFIT

(ORIGINAL DESIGN/PERFORMANCE FUEL)

As Received

Total Moisture % 6.00 --

Proximate Analysis g

6.00 --Moisture

Volatile Matter 35.71 37.99

Fixed Carbon 45.81 48.73

Ash 12.48 13.28

Gross Heating Value Btu/Ib II,000 11,702

Ultimate Analysis

Moisture 6.00 --

Carbon 61.43 65.35

Hydrogen 4.55 4.84

Nitrogen 1.00 1.07

Sulfur 3.54 3.76

Ash 12.48 13.28

Oxygen 11.00 11.7

Total 100.00 100.00
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V. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION - PULVERIZED COAL (PC) PIPING

. Application of the Low-NOx Cell Burner as a retrofit technology will not

require changes in coal and/or coal sourcing. The Low-NOx Cell Burner is

compatible with all coals currently being fired in this boiler that was

originally equipped with the standard two-nozzle cell burner. There is

no impact on storage, handling (before the pulverizer) and fuel

preparation as a result of a Low-NOx Cell Burner retrofit. Furthermore,

this project does not preclude the use of emerging technologies for SOp
abatement_ such as limestone injection, nor does it preclude the use o_

coal cleaning for sulfur reduction, and/or post-combustion cleanup

equipment such as scrubbers and precipitators.

Modifications to the pulverized coal piping after the pulverizer were

necessary to retrofit the LNCB's. These modifications consisted of new

sections of ceramic lined pulverized coal piping, coupllngs, and supports

needed to install twenty-four (24) coal pipe "Y-branch n assemblies.

The Y-branch serves to Join the existing two coal pipes that originally

feed the two coal nozzles of the standard cell burner into one larger

coal pipe feeding the lower "burner portion" of the LNCB. This section

of pipe is installed in the vertical run of pipe near the LNCB.
Placement of the Y-branch in a vertical run of pipe is necessary to avoid

a possible accumulation of coal dust in the pipe where the two coal

streams Join. A typical arrangement of the Y-branch assembly is shown

in Figure 14.

Also shown in Figure 14, is one of twenty-four (24) - 21 inch Dresser

couplings. Dresser couplings are required for each of the new, larger,

coal nozzles to permit differential movement between the coal piping
which is fixed to structural steel and the boiler, which, by virtue of

being top supported, is allowed to expand downward.

As previously stated, the arrangement of the twenty-four (24) cell

burners on this unit is two (2) rows (upper and lower), six (6) burners

in a row (left to right), on the front and rear walls of the boiler.

: Because of the close proximity of the platform and the lower cell

burners, (4'-2") it was necessary to specify twelve (12) new 21-inch

slide gate valves to be installed at the end of coal elbows to allow for

operator access°
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Slide gates near the burners are a requirement on pressurized units to
permit isolation of the pulverizer from the burner, thereby permitting
on-line maintenance of the pulverizers. Twelve (12) of the existing
slide gate valves were retained because installation of the Y-branch
assemblies on the upper cell burners is at a higher elevation than the
slide gates.

To insure an even distribution of coal to LNCB's will be possible, B&Wts

Performance Engineering Department calculated the flow resistance of each
piping run between the LNCBWs and the pulverizers. Since flow resistance
varies depending on the number of bends and lengths of pipe from the
pulverizer to the burner, coal pipe restrictors are necessary to insure
balanced primary air flow between pipes fed by the same pulverizer. The
optimum location (within the limitations of the existing design) of the
coal pipe restrictors was specified by engineering.

The location, size, and quantity of coal pipe supports was specified by
B&W's Stress Engineering Department. Pipe hangers, brackets, and support

: steel was added as needed to support PC Piping. No unusual situations
were encountered for this retrofit.

,

Platform steel was modified as needed at the 577'-0", 590'-0", and
604'-0" elevations to allow clearance around the new pulverized coal

piping.
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VI. ELECTRICAL & CONTROL SYSTEMS MODIFICATIONS (DP&L_

To accommodate the LNCB retrofit, the unit's electrical and control

systems must be modified to accept the forty-elght (48) sliding air

damper drives. Each Low-NOx Cell Burner has two (2) sliding air damper

• drives, one (I) on the lower "burner" portion and one (I) on the upper

"NOx Port" portion (see Figure 15).

The sliding air damper drive is a motorized Jordan Drive with a lO-inch

stroke. Limit switches are provided to stop the drive motor at the out-

of-service cooling, burner light-off, and normal operating positions. A

controlsignal (momentary pulse) will start the drive motor and advance

(or retract) the air damper to the next position in sequence. The

operation of the drives on the burner portion and the NOx Port portion
coincide with each other.

Pushbuttons mounted in the control room provide the control signal to the

motor starters (mounted in the MCC) for the drives. The control signals

are interlocked with the pulverizer and burner management control

systems.

Burner Air Registers

The old system consisted of one Air Register Drive (ARD) to operate a

pair of burner air registers, The control of the air registers was

operator initiated (not part of an automated burner control system). The

operator initiated the commands for the drives to position the registers

in CLOSED, LIGHT-OFF, or OPEN position from the control room, via push

buttons. The operating limits and feedback to the oprator indication

panel came from 13 position and limit switches in the Limitorque Air

Register Drives.

There were some operating limits and permissives associated with the old

register control system; such as, the air register positioning was

limited from going closed with the coal feeder in service; the air

registers were required to be in the light-off position to allow starting

of igniters; the registers were required to be open for purge, etc.

There will now be one ARD per burner or NOx port register for a total of

48. The control of the new air registers will be essentially the same.

.The only exceptions are that DP&L has decided to add local push buttons

near the burners, (see Figure 16) and that it will become an operator

function to ensure that the registers are in the proper position for a

boiler purge.

The new drives being furnished only have four position switches. In
order to minimize the installation costs and achieve a high degree of

reliability, a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is being incorporated
to interface the old operator push button system and the contactors used

to operate the new drives. Figure 17 shows the Control System Logic

Diagram, This allows control of the contactors and provides operator
indications with the limited number of position switches available.
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The use of PLC also reduces field installation time and costs, when

compared to installing and wiring the many relays that would be required

to accomplish the same control scheme. Since the PLC is being used as

described above, it was decided to move as much of the logic as possible

into the PLC and eliminate some mechanical relays. The present plans are

to use one PLC per set of pulverizer air registers (six PLCs total).

The PLC programming is being done by DP&L.
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VII. DESCRIPTIONS OF MISCELLANEOUS MODIFICATIONS

In order to properly evaluate the impact of the Low-NOx Cell Burner

retrofit, additional modifications were specified for this unit. These

modifications are not required for installation and/or opera'ion of the

LNCB's but, consist mainly of test ports_ instrumentation, and

instrumentation primary elements required to monitor thermal performance

and emissions of the boiler. A view of the emissions test port locations

is shown in Figure 18.

Orifice plates and differential pressure taps were specified for the

inlet duct of the primary air fan. Differentlal pressure measurements

will be taken and a calibration curve representative of primary air flow

will be developed.

A 40-point test grid provided by B&Wwill be located within each of the

two economizer outlet ducts (15' x 27') as shown in Figure 19. These

probes will be constructed of carbon steel mate lal and supplied with
5/16" stalnless steel tubing to connect up wltl. the Test Contractor's

flexible tubing. Ten (I0) ports (schedule 40, 4" diameter x 12" long

pipe nlpple threaded on one end with cap) across each duct have been

installed during the April, 1990 unit outage to provide access for

4-point probes to be installed through each port and will be used to

measure temperature, 09, CO, CO., and NOx. This economizer gas outlet
grid will be available'to the T_st Contractor for continuous gaseous

emissions monitoring. Positive gas pressure within these ducts are

• approximately 6-10 in. w.g. at full load.

An additional I0 ports (schedule 40, 4" diameter x 12" long pipe nipple

threaded on one end with cap) have been installed approximately 4 feet

upstream of the gas sampling ports for the purpose of particulate

sampling. These ports are available to the Test Contractor to perform

, traverses to collect particulate samples, during three specified test
ru_s.

Twelve equally-spaced test ports are located across each of the two air

" heater gas outlet ducts as shown in Figure 19. B&W will fabricate probes
= to be installed at these port locations to obtain the necessary

temperature and O_ data in order to determine air heater leakage and
• overall air heate_ thermal performance. The data obtained by B&W from

j this grid and other temperature grids are essential to perform a heat
= balance of the air heater to provide an accurate measure of total air

flow to the unit. A tee connectlon will be provided at this location to

be used by B&W for obtaining the gas samples co be analyzed for N20
concentration. These 36-polnt grids will be used to obtain gas samples

for B&W's CO. 02 , and NOx continuous analyzers as well.

z
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Eight point temperature grids exist in each of the two air ducts at the

entrance to the regenerative air heaters. These grids will be used by

B&W to measure the temperature of the secondary air to the regenerative

air heaters, including heat input from the steam coll air pre-heaters and

the heat of compression of the forced draft fans. B&W will tap into the

these 16 sensing lines to provide air inlet temperature readings to the
data acqulsition system to determine boiler performance, air heater

performance, and a basis for calculating total air flow to the unit.

Four new 2" test connections were installed midway between the three

existing test connections on each of the two secondary air ducts at the

outlet of each air heater Just ahead of the air foils. B&W will provide

the temperature probes which will provide a temperature grid of seven
levels on each duct to account for any temperature stratification within

these ducts. B&W will send the temperature readings from these

instruments through the data acqulsition system.

Ten observation door insert panels were installed during the April, 1990

outage. Six were installed on the east and west sidewalls. Two at
elevation 635'-7 I/2", two at elevation 683'-0", and two st elevation

702'-3". Four observation door insert panels were installed at the front
corners of the boiler. Two on the east/front wall corner at elevation

579'-0" and two on the west/front wall corner at elevation 581'-0".

These observation doors were added to facilitate monitoring burner flame
characteristics.

Four test ports were installed at elevation 577'-0" to enable gas

sampling which will be tested for H2S concentration. The purpose of this
testing is to evaluate the current corrosion potential w_,thin the furnace

region. DP&L is currently experiencing waterwall tube wastage located

primarily along _he sidewalls of the furnace. The results of our furnace

probing work will be compared to post-retrofit probing work at this
location to document any change in corrosion potential of the gas

species.

To supplement this data, ultrasonic thickness (U.T.) measurements of the

tube walls were taken during the unit outage in April, 1990. Subsequent

U.T. measurements will be taken during the retrofit outage in the fall of

1991 and 18 months later in the spring of 1993. These _leasurements will

give indications of the tube wall wastage under similar periods of time
for standard cell burner operation and Low-NOx Cell Burner operation.

=
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V'lll, Signif.ieant Drawir_gs

Significant drawings wl_ic.h are representative of the arrangement of

equipment supplied for tilis project are lnc].uded !In th_s section. Half

of the burners are designed tc) impart a c.lockwisa swirl to the secondary

air passing through the throat, and half are designed for counter-

c]oc. kw_se swirl, On].y the counter c].ockwtse burner erect"ion arrangement

is included tc, represent the burner. Si.milar]y, the ].wwer level N()x port

s].iding damper linear actuators were required to be rotated 90 ° to

provide c]earance to struc, tura] stee], wheiJ the untt ._.s cold. On].y the

upper (vertica]]y mounted) NOx port erection arrangement drawing :Is
inc.l.uded as representat.ive for the NOx ports.

Represe_t:ati.ve S.ign_fJcant Drawi. ngs are as follows:

1l_!:_w_j2___c_,.o. Ti t 1e

SK73091-1 Erect:l.on Arrangement C,C.W. S-Type Btlrner
SK7303()--2 l;:.rect:fon Arrangement NOx Port

12229J-2 Arrangement S-Type Burners & NOx Ports - Front !da.[.]

12'230J-2 Arrangement S-Type Burners a NOx Ports .- Rear Wall
I 2°32,1-0,.. Butnet Wal] boxes - Front a Rearwa.1 ]

1464(),.J -,'_ Arrangement: ['C l'i.ping Front Wa].]

14647,]-2 Ar'rarlgement I:'C Piping Rear Wail

304310C-() l!',rcct:._on Arr'angemer_t - P,urne.r ]':t.pe l]anger I.',PS--I

21 (.)5391)-(i) l.Crcc_ ion Arrangement --, Burner P.ipe Hanger Bi'S.-'2

304 313C-O t!',rcct: :l on Arrangement - Burner Pipe l-lauger' Bt:'S-9

14668J-0 Erect_orl Arrangement Ceramic Coal Pip.tng--Pulver'izer's

A, B, a (',

14669,_-0 Ere orlon Arrangement Ceram:t.c. Coal P:i.p._ug-I'u]v,-,'r.(zet:','-_

i), E, & 1;'

430795E-0 Erect:Ion Arrange.merit - W:f.ndbox Steel Hod .tf:lcat[{._ll
12695,I-1 Field A]tt_raticll Boiler l']at:ft_rm Fram:ing F,1, 577'-0" &

E] . 6()4'-'()"

.12696,1--0 Fje]d Al t erat :lon Bo:i]er t'latf¢_rm Framing E], 590'.-0"
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SIGNIFICANT DRAWINGS



SECTION 9

DRAWING INDEX



IX. DRAWING INDEX:
i

A. B&W Boiler Setting & Arrangement Drawings:

Drawing No.. Title

" 23801F-8 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Outside View

23802F-9 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Section A-A

23803F-7 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Section B-B

23804F-8 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Section C-C

23805F-9 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Sectional Side View

23806F-7 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Air Heater, Flue, & Duct Views

23807F-8 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Plan Sections D-D & E-E

23808F-7 B&W Unlversal Pressure Boiler Plan Sections F-F & G-G

23809F-8 B&W Universal Pressure Boiler Plan Section H-H

B. B&W Low-NOx Burner & N_ Port Arrangement Drawings

432252E-2 Erection Arrangement C.W. S-Type Burner

432253E-2 Erection Arrangement C.C.W. S-Type Burner

432254E-I Erection Arrangement Section & Views S-Type Burner

432255E-I Erection Arrangement Section & Views S-Type Burner

432258E-2 Erection Arrangement NOx Port

432259E-2 Erection Arrangement N_= Port

432260E-I Sections & Views NOx Port

432271E-2 Erection Arrangement NOx Port

432272E-2 Erection Arrangement NOx Port

432273E-I Sections & Views NOx Port

432297E-I Erection Arrangement C.W. S-Type Burner

432298E-I Erection Arrangement C.C.W. S-Type Burner

12229J-2 Arrangement S-Type Burners & NOx Ports - Front Wall

12230J-2 Arrangement S-Type Burners & NOx P,,rts - Rear Wall
12232J-0 Burner Wallboxes - Front & Rearwall



C. B&W P.C. Piping

Drawing No. Title

143363A-2 Flexible Connection Installation Instruction

174418A-0 Pulverizer Coal Piping Flange Bolt Torque Std.

174460A-0 Field Welding Ceramic Lined Pipe

304299C-0 Modification of Existing Support BPS-14

304304C-0 Modification to Existing Support WPH-14

304305C-0 Modification of Existing Support WPH-15

304308C-0 _ Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-12

304309C-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-13

304310C-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-I

304311C-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-4

304312C-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-8

304313C-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-9

304314C-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-10

304315C-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-II
304316C-0 Erection Arrangement - Pipe Hanger WPH-I thru WPH-3

304317C-0 Erection Arrangement - Pipe Hanger WPH-4

304318C,-0 Erection Arrangement - Pipe Hanger WPH-7

304319C-0 Erection Arrangement - Pipe Hanger WPH-8 thru WPH-13

304324C-0 Erection Arrangement - Pipe Hanger WPH-6

210539D-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-2
210540D-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-3

210541D-0 Erection Arrangement - Burner Pipe Hanger BPS-6

430767E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Front Wall

430768E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Front Wall

430769E-0 Erection A_'_angement - PC Pipes - Front Wall

430770E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Front Wall

430771E-0 Erection Arrangement PC Pipes - Front Wall

430772E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Front Wall

430773E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Rear Wall

430774E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Rear Wall

430775E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Rear Wall

430776E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Rear Wall

430777E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Rear Wall

430778E-0 Erection Arrangement - PC Pipes - Rear Wall

430795E-0 Erection Arrangement - Windbox Steel Modification

146463-2 Arrangement PC Piping Front Wall

146473-2 Arrangement PC Piping Rear Wall

146683-0 Erection Arrangement Ceramic Coal Piping-Pulverizer's
A, B, & C

146693-0 Erection Arrangement Ceramic Coal Piping-Pulverizer's

D, E, & F

146803-0 Erection Arrangement - Pipe Ties - Rear Wall

=
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D. B&W Electrical & Controls

i. Burner & NOx Port TC Package

DrawingNo_ Titl_._....ee

55440B-8 Detail Permanent Thermocouples

, 216371C-2 Erection Arrangement Burner & NOx Port TC Tabulation &
Bill of Material

, 48001D-I0 Details of Thermocouple Terminal Cabinet for 6-ii,

12-23, & 24-47 Thermocouples

431317E-2 Erection Arrangement S-Type Burner & NOx Port TC's

431418E-0 Erection Arrangement Sections & Views of Burner & NOx
Port TC's

2. Burner & NOx Port Differential Pressure Gages

431437E-I Erection Arrangement S-Type Burner & NOx Port

Differential Pressure Gages

431438E-I Erection Arrangement Enlarged View "A", Bill of
Material & General Notes

E. B&W Platfox_ Drawings

12695J-I Field Alteration Boiler Platform Framing El. 577'-0" &
El. 604'-0"

12696J-0 Field Alteration Boiler Platform Framing El. 590'-0"

300-14-2171 Existing Operating Floor Framing Plan El. 577.00'
Boiler Area

300-14-2172 Existing Boiler Platform Framing Plans El. 590.00' &
604.00'

F. B&W Observation Door Modification Drawings:

231639B-0 Field Pressure Parts Weld & NDE Schedule
,,

218637C-2 Field Alteration 3" Observation Door Insert Panel

98024E-9 Arrangement of Wide Angle Pressure Inspection Door
432731E-2 Field Alteration 3" Observation Door Insert Panel

G. Vendor Drawings:

C16596-0 Stock 21" Sliding Gate Burner Line Valve
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